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1. 

abstract 

The L 2- scalar product j\£cx)x~C!i)i*is not 

appropriate for the space of states describing the center-

of-mass relative motion of two relatlvistic particles whose 

interaction is given by an energy dependent quasipotential. 

The problem already appears in the relativlstic quantum 

mechanics of a Klein-Gordon charged particle in an external 

field. Wa extend the methods developed for that case to study 

a two-particle system with an energy independent scalar inter

action as well as the relativistic Coulomb problem. We write 

down a Poincarê invariant inner product for which the eigen-

functions corresponding to. different energy eigenvalues are 

orthogonal. We also construct a perturbative expansion for 

bound-state energy eigenvalues, corresponding to an arbitrary 

energy dependent (quasipotential) correction to an unperturbed 

Hamiltonian with a known spectrum. The-description of observables 

and transition probabilities for eigenvalue problems with a 

polynomial dependence on the spectral parameter is also 

discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The relativistic quantum mechanics of a particle 

system with a finite number of degrees of freedom has long 

been subject of controversy and misunderstanding. While it 

is clearthat strict locality will be violated in any interaction 

theory of this type since (quantum) fields have been replaced by 

effective action-at-a-distance quasipotentials, such a theory 

can still be physically meaningful and useful for describing 

a wide class of phenomena in which radiation effects can be 

neglected. These include elastic scattering and the relativistic 

bound state problem which has been successfully attacked by the 

so-called quasipotential approach since the early sixtees (see 

Refs. [ 1-4 ] and references therein). However apart from a study 

of the normalization condition [2] (see also Ref. ls))the problem 

of writing down a physical inner product (such that <«fj, j ^yj )>= " 

for any pair of different energy eigenvalues ^ t ) has not been 

given much attention in this work. The problem already appears 

for a Klein-Gordon particle in an external electromagnetic field 

[6-13] and has indeed btien solved in that particular case (7, 9-11], 

although the different pieces of the solution seem to have never 

been put together (moreover, erroneous statements on the subject 

still appear in the literature - including available treatments 

of geometric quantization [14] ; in the second work o£ Réf. Ï 14l 

only the free particle inner product is written down, although a 

charged particle system in an external electromagnetic field is 

being discussed classically}. Linear operators with a polynomical 

energy dependence have been discussed in the mathematical literature 

[15,16], and have been shown to involve in general associated 
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("root") vectors and complex eigenvalues. 
In this paper we present a Hilbert space formulation 

for the relativistio quantum mechanical two-body problem for 
a range of (quasi) potentials which includes the electro
magnetic interactions of two spinless particles. (We intend to 
consider the case of spin 1/2 particles in a separate paper.) 
We also provide an algorithm for a perturbative calculation of 
the energy eigenvalues in the case of a general energy dependent 
quasipotential. The treatment fits the local quasipotential 
approach to the quantum field theoretical two-body problem of 
Bets. [17-20] for a class of energy dependent potentials. We 
note that a problem of this type was first solved in Ref.[21] 
in the special case of the relativistic' harmonic oscillator. 

The material is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 we 
introduce some notions and results on stationary wave equations 
with nonlinear energy dependence which are used in the sequel. In 
Section 1A we consider the Klein-Gordon equation in an external 
field and derive the inner product for its solutions. The positive 
definiteness of this inner.product is shown for positive energy 
solutions within the class of external fields for which recent 
results about the spectrum of the Klein-Gordon operator have been 
established (these include relativistic Coulomb interactions with 
e<3 <//f> ) • In Section IB we extend this scalar product to wave 
functions which describe N non-interacting spinless particles in 
an external field. Its form depends on the vector potential but 
it does not change if we add an external scalar potential. We 
also emphasize the time independence of this inner product. 
Section 1C contains some general results about linear operators 
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having polynomial or more general dependences on the eigenvalue 
parameter, which are illustrated in a simple example 16) of 
a Klein-Gordon particle in an external electrostatic potential. 
Thus we set up the .general framework for the study of an energy 
dependent two-particle interaction. 

in Chapter 2 we give a pattern for the quantum descrip
tion of a relativistic two-particle system, which is related to 
the constraint Hamiltonian approach to relativistic classical 
mechanics reviewed in Sec. 2A. In Sec. 2B we consider the quanti-
2ation of a system of two spinless particles with energy indepen- -
dent interaction. The space of wave functions and its Hilbert 
space structure are exhibited for three pictures. The inner 
product is positive definite and does not depend on the evolution 
parameter. The case of a general, energy dependent potential is 
also discussed. 

The physically important example of the relativistic 
Coulomb interaction between two charged particles lies outside 
the cases of energy independent potentials related to linear eigen
value problems. One way to give its quantum description along 
the scheme of Chaper 2 is to use the theory of nonlinear spectral 
problems outlined in Sec. 1C. However the quantization of this 
particular system of charged particles may be worked out explicitly 
using an appropriate- picture. This central result is presented in 
Chapter 3. The clue to the relevant inner product lies in the in
troduction of rescaled particle position variables - the duals to 
their normalized velocities. In terms of these variables the 
problem is reduced to the study of an effective Klein-Gordon 
charged particle in an external Coulomb field (Sec. 3B) . 
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Every calculation of an effective two-particle 
electromagnetic interaction iron quantum field theory provides 
an infinite series of corrections to the pure Coulomb interaction. 
This and other examples of physical interest suggest a perturba-
tive treatment of the quasipotential equation in the case when 
the interaction can be split into two parts - one for which the 
spectrum is known, and a second one (in general energy dependent) 
which can be regarded as a small correction. This motivates a 
perturbative treatment of the spectrum of the quasipotential 
equation in the presence of an energy-dependent perturbation, 
presented in Chapter 4. A modification of the standard perturba
tive scheme is required due to (a) the dependence of the correc
tion both on the eigenvalue and on the perturbative parameter, 
and (b) the dependence of the normalization condition for the 
eigenfunctions on the corresponding eigenvalues, as pointed out 
in Sec. 1C. 

We show that the corrections to a given eigenvalue and 
to the corresponding eigenfunctions are expressed in terms of 
the scalar product relevant for the unperturbed spectral problem 
(Sec. 4A), 

Section 4B is devoted to a discussion of some not 
completely resolved problems. Under the assumption that the re
solvent £• (k) has simple poles only(and branch points), we 
write down an inner product corresponding to the equation 
J~tk)*f^-0 , where L is an operator valued polynomial of the 
spectral parameter X . We introduce the notion of observable in 
such a general context. Our discussion of the consistency of the 
scheme relies on experience with simple examples (like a Klein-Gordon 
particle in an external field or the relativistic two-particle 
Coulomb problem) studied' in the previous chapters. 



1. STATIONARY WAVE EQUATIONS WITH A NONLINEAR ENERGY 
DEPENDENCE: SIMPLE EXAMPLES AND GENERAL PROPERTIES 

The stationary Klein-Gordon equation for a charged 
particle in an (attractive) external Coulomb field 

r^e**]*"* A - ^ l ] <ktx)So (l.i) 
r fc 

provides the simplest (soluble) example of an effective 
Hamiltonian with a polynomial energy dependence. Since the 
Coulomb potential singles out a Lorentz frame (in which 
{V*}-= ̂ V'U-SZ) , 0 y a n d iV'/)t=o),it looks tempting 
to use the nonrelativistic Lt(R)~ scalar product, 

W, + ) = //+//* = J if <*»/V* (1.2) 
in that frame. This scalar product, however, violates the basic 
physical requirement that stationary states corresponding to 
different energy eigenvaluesshould be orthogonal. 

The correct inner product corresponding to Eq. (1.1) 
is derived in Sec. 1A by going first to the time dependent 
picture, setting 

(It is expressed, formally in terms of the derivative of the 
operator in the left-hand side of (1.1) with respect to E and 
therefore, depends on the potential). 

In see. 1C we review some general mathematical results 
about linear operators, which depend polynomiaily on the eigen-
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value parameter, and illustrate them on simple quantum mechani

cal examples, related once more to the Klein-Gordon equation in 

an external field. 

1A. Klein-Gordon particle in an external electromagnetic 

field -

The first-quantized wave equation for a charged spinless 

relativistic particle in an external field ^seA^is derived 

from the lagranglan -density (we use the space-like metric (•» \- dlag. 
A/» 

(-1,1,1,1)throughout this paper) 

where */** is the complex conjugate of *f- and D* is the covariant 

derivative; 

* • * - « * , $ . = * .* ' •¥ : , ^ B ^ , , (Law 

( \ . being a real potential). The action principle not only 

allows us to write down the equation of motion 

(*'-%.?) + =° , (1.4) 

but it readily provides the expression for the conserved current. 

i1" - 3 <£ - _.-^'VJ. . .-/s*.!.* J = TÏ7«J --'+D + + *fP + J += +• (1 •ir-zVhltt (1.5a) 

and for the energy density 
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1st. it* 

where <^ r 3»a */* -
The fact that Eg. (1.4), being a second order equation 

with respect to the time derivative, is not written in a Hamiltonian 
form, and that it gives rise to both positive and negative energy 
solutions, has led to a considerable confusion, tit suffices to 
recall that a number of textbooks still assert that the first-
quantized version of the Klein-Gordon equation does not allow a 
consistent quantum mechanical interpretation.). The first order 
(manifestly covariant, five-component) Duffin-Kemmer formalism 
does not provide a true Hamiltonian formulation, since the matrix 
]i9 waich multiplies the time derivative i& not invertible. A natural 
(though not manifestly Lorentz covariant) two-component Hamiltonian 
version of Eq. (1.4) has been given by Feshbach and VILiars [7] 
back in 1958. It can be summerized as follows. Set 

^^Ul^lk (1.6) 

(The standard linearization of Eg. (1.4) with respect to 3» 
would reduce to a system of equations with respect to"ty" and "f". 

The special linear combinations of >/- and >£• used in (1.6) have. 
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among other things, the virtue that in the nonrelativistic 
limit *fj goes into the nonrelativistic Schrodinger i.ave function 
while <j\ tends to zero.). Then Eg. (1.4) can be written in the 
form 

where the Hantiltonian 

H = ' 

tl.7a) 

i.tn. — 
a.7bj 

is hermitian with respect to the indefinite inner product 

It is an easy exercise to verify that for \C*sO the 
positive (negative) energy solutions of (1.7) have positive 
(negative) norm squared. Indeed, using the momentum space picture, 
we find that the eigenvectors ~Y~ of the free Hamiltonian, 

-5=-*'* \ h*~-\ 

where w s u->p = \lm*-+f* ( > o ) , satisfy: 
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We shall prove that this property remains valid for 

a class of well-behaved potentials (to be specified below). The 

proof is based on the observation that the mean value of the 

Hamiltonian H (1.7bi in any state iff* is equal to the integral 

of the energy density (1.5b): 

_ Ç. (1.9) 

It is well known (see e.g. [il] that if V, is the 

Coulomb potential, 

r r f i ' * r - '*' ' (l.io) 

then the energy integral is positive definite for «< <y/£ . 

Let now v^ be a sum of a Coulomb potential and another stationary 

four-potential V, satisfying 

%i7^Jv^}T^rH^^ 

(1.11a) 

* W '2' 

(l.llb) 

(1.11c) 
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It then follows from [111 that for f*l< •</(* <fi?) 

(a sufficient condition, not a best estimate!) the energy 

integral Of is finite and positive, so that it defines a 

Hilbert (squared) norm on the space of two-component wave 

functions (of the type (1.6)). It is demonstrated in Kef. [11) 

that under the above conditions the Bamiltonian H (1.7b) 

admits of a self-adjoint extension. 

The positive property of C y (along with (1.9)) . 

implies that <~ty", "ty"^ > * i £ ""f"" belongs to the positive 

part of the spectrum of H and < -v|r; -ij^-^^6 if ~^~ belongs 

to the negative part of that spectrum. 

These results remain, valid if we allow for an 

x-dependence in the mass term, i.e. if we set 

S= ^ + Scst , (1.12) 

provided that the Bamiltonian remains bounded from below so 

that 

lt**li%.V+t1i.<h>l , f < J r s o n e £ > 0 ( 1 . 1 3 ) 

where ^,f)Ls the L2-norm (1.2). (Ref. [Ill provides a simple suffi

cient condition for the validity of !1.13)). 

The intuitive idea that negative energy solutions 

correspond to antiparticles has the following precise meaning 

[ 7]. The charge conjugation operation 

-f-(x) _> -xÇ-<„i = ej- tjA^, = f ^ l C*> I , (1.13a) 
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maps every negative energy solution ~*Y~ of the SchrOdinger 
equation (1.7) with H = H ( p # V r / - H(f t e.A^) onto a 
positive energy solution of an equation of the same type but 
with Hamiltonian H r H (-t f ^ ) corresponding -
to particles of opposite charge and of opposite velocities 
(which have, as a consequence of (1.9) a positive norm squared 
under the above conditions). 

According to the above results, the space of solutaDns 
of Eq. (1.7) separates into two disjoint 3ubspaoes, respectively 
corresponding to the solutions with positive energy .and positive 
norm squared and to solutions with negative energy and negative 
norm squared. One then may define physical states as those states 
which are superpostitions of positive energy solutions only. 

As far as one considers the action of the Hamiltonian, 
or of operators commuting with it, on physical states, the positive 
energy solutions form a complete set of states. However for the 
evaluation of the action of operators not commuting with H * the 
completeness sum should also include the negative energy states 
[7] as well, for such operators are not in general diagonal with 
respect to the above two subspaces. From this point of'view the 
observables would correspond to those self-adjoint operators which 
leave invariant each subspace with a given sign of the energy 
(see Sec. 4.B). Also, the introduction into the Hamiltonian of a 
new (sufficiently weak) external field modifies the two subspaces 
with positive and negative energies, even though an energy gap 
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would still persist between the two corresponding spectra: 

the new positive (and negative) energy states are expressed 

as superpositions of states involving in general both the posi

tive and negative energy solutions of the former Hamiltonian. 

IB. Gauge invariant inner product for a non-interacting 

N-particle system. 

The definition (1.8) of the inner product obviously 

extends to a system of N non-interacting particles in an ex

ternal field. We can write, in general: 

< # - "f~> =fJr-r ^'-''«'V"1,'- 4rS"<*»> > (1-14a) 

where 

(1.14b) 

is a multilocal tensor current of rank N and «4o~̂. are the 

surface elements of arbitrary space-like hypèrsurfaces o"T . 

Analytically, A& Ixi can be parametrized by a positive unit 

time-like vector field «-(»;: 

«Is-̂ cxj = _L_ n, Cx) £..« -i- djtKAd^'*A<ix. Adx 
3I "AT» 

(1.14c) 

( »W*1 = Vt •+£*•<*> and £-Kt,rt is the totally antisymetric 
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The equations of motion 

(K' "kiffJ.-'Wa °= Ci>/-̂ )̂ %,,-,V/l.l5} 

imply the N conservation laws 

which ensure the independence of the inner product (1.14) on 
the choice of the space-like surfaces G~K . (Multilocal tensor 
currents have also been considered in Ref. [22] ). This «"-in
dependence (which includes as a very special case time indepen
dence of transition amplitudes) is related to the reparametri-
zation invariance of canonical world lines of a classical system 
of non-interacting spinless particles, also referred to as 
gauge invariance (cf. [17,23] and Sec. 2A below). 

The inner product (1.14) is, in general, indefinite. 
If, however, the potential \C belongs to the class considered in 
the previous section, then it is positive definite in the subspace 
in which the energy of each particle is positive. 

l.C propertied of operators which depend nonlinearly on 
.a spectral parameter. 

The stationary quasipotential equation (in particular 
the stationary Klein-Gordon equations in an external field) is £.n 
instance of linear equations of the type 
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LCA)% = ° , (i.i7) 

where the operator L U) involves the spectral parameter X i n 

a nonlinear fashion. (The notation A (>•)"f- =• »/- is used in Eef. 115]; 

see the conditions for the validity of Eq. (1.25) below.). The 

objective of collecting in this section sundry remarks on the 

spectral theory of such equations is twofold: (a) to review 

some mathematical results [15,161, relevant for physical 

applications (such as the normalization condition for eigenvalues 

of L(X), and, more importantly, the study of quantized two-

particle systems with energy dependent potentials; (b) to point 

out the presence oï possible pathologies (like the appearance of 

complex eigenvalues for superficially hermitian expressions) which 

are also encountered in physical examples. 

Consider the family of linear operators L (A) (labeled 

by the complex number A ) defined in a Hilbert space !f? . We say 

that *{l is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue A-/* 

and that "/• !••• , 4" are associated vectors (with the 

eigenvector >A ) ift 

L (,) fhiK t LU f^+.-.+ J- L""c,, £ = o, 

°A 'Is/* 
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The integer k is called the order of the associated vector <f-

For a given eigenvector >k , let r,i be the maximal order of 

vectors associated with it; the number m+1 is called the 

multiplicity of »fc • The multiplicity of an eigenvector <jfc 

always satisfies the inequality **-*-i ^ p j where p is the 

order of the resolvent pole at k-f (cf. Eg. (1.25) below). 

The adjoint (in X ) of L M will be denoted by L*M • 

The (complex) number /«is an eigenvalue of L (XI if /- is an 

eigenvalue of L CX). The notations ^- and -jL ,•••,'/'-

will be useâr repectively, for an eigenvector and a set of 
- J * associated vectors corresponding to the eigenvalue /* of *- * 

If the operator L(f)xs symmetric with respect to the 

scalar product (1.2) ( , ) in %S , then the existence of an 

associated vector + t with 'h, implies that 

(%, t-'(r)^) =o . ci.») 

We note that in the case when £ (X ) is polynomial 

in 

the vector 

«/- (Hr. e."'/" (*f- -itf +... + tetCfJ., 

( /. being an eigenvalue of L M ) is a solution of the eguation 
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The initial Cauchy data for the solution •J'J.t?) are given by 
the vector i> with components 

<r 
6W _ S-2-, ftt)\ , (€= o,<, ...,„-* J . 

Clearly, the components «p are linear combinations of the 
eigen- and associated vectors. 

The system of eigenvectors and associated vectors 
of the operator (1.20) is called n-fold complete in ?P, if the 
set of vectors • corresponding to all eigenvectors of L t -II 

is complete in the Hilbert space 

# " = 3 £ e - ©*? -

The completeness property allows one to obtain every set of 
n vectors from St as the Unit of linear combinations which 
involve the vectors CL corresponding to all eigenvalues of 
the operator (1.20). 

We shall reproduce for the readers convenience a 
physical example of an associated vector (due to Schiff et al. 
161). 

Consider a charged Klein-Gordon particle of mass m in 
a radial square-well potential V = (^ (x\, o ) ; 

... f - V f « l J , -f.r l- = I x| < A. 
V l* ) = 1 

[ ° •• f ° r r > -a. . 
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An s-wave bound state solution •f" (x) ~ /Y *tfr)/r 
of the stationary Klein-Gordon equation 

LtZ)^e tx) = [(&- V ' J 1 - ^ + A ] 4-£ (x; *o 

•tiB)u. = [flr- v V - ^ l ] < - + * " = < > , ( i > 21a) 

i s given by 

« « • f j s < - j e ( r - « . ; 
\_si»l*a).e. , J e = v ^ ^ - e » - , f. r ,-><•,, 

(1.21b) 
where E is a solution of the continuuity equation w- (A-CO) = 
u. (a.- o) : 

k(?)<.<>s(a.kCe>) +&l2)*^(*.k(El)= o f (121c) 

(N is a normalization constant such that 4-rr N J^ "- Cr> d r - & J • 

We lock for conditions under which there also exists 
an associated vector <£ satisfying Eg. (1.18), or a 
function u. (rjs fj. i M such that: 

[(£-V')*-~2]« „ u; - -4 LB-V'h (1.22) 



Using the summetry of the operator -â(B) , Eq. (1.21a), 

for fixed E (satisfying Eq. (1.21c)), in the space of smooth 

functions u on the semi-axis r>0 satisying u.(e)sO and 

Ju. dr <co , we deduce fro» Eq. (1.19) that the existance 

of an associated vector u^ satisfying Eq. (1.22) implies: 

(1.23a) 

For the solution (1.21b) this condition reads: 

•** * (1.23b) 

The same condition is obtained if we attempt to con

struct a smooth (square integrable) solution of Eq. (1.22) in 

the interval Co,6°J which vanishes for r» o. The general solutions 

of Eq. (1.22) in the intervals Co,a.j and Ça.,») are: 

(£+V) 
(<o.sin.(kr) -f- r£°S(J<r)) , f. ri,^r^ t / 

f , f a r r > a. 

Here tc and fc are integration constant! to be determined from 

the continuity of tflr) and its first derivative at r=a- It turns 

out that the determinant of the coefficients to <* and /i in 

the corresponding system of linear equations is proportional to 



(k.c.BS(ka.) •+• « 3i».(fs*.)) and therefore vanishes because of 

Eq. (1.21c). The condition that the other independent minor of 

this linear system also vanish (so that the system does have a 

solution) coincides with Eq. (1.23b). 

One can check that such a (negative energy) solution 

of Eqs. (1.21)-(1.23) does in fact exist for large values of the 

depth V. For instance for a narrow well, using the parametri-

zation k»-s Tt/x •* & i ( ofe<$cl i £is positive because of 

Eq. (1.21c) where k and J? are positive), one finds: 

»£ t- r 77 •* 

V* 

or, after the élimination of the parameter £ ; 

E = _ ~[(. "l<\ / V 0(^)] , ^ < < ± t 

L i.nr.a. I TTV^ ' J 

A similar solution, with B close to -m, can also be found for 

a large well. 

We see from Eq. (1.23) that an associated vector only 

appears for a negative energy eigenvalue E and that the corres

ponding eigenvector ^ has a zero physical norm. We note that 

for *f- tx) - e.jtp(-i'£x') •/- Of) the physical inner product 

< , > (1.8) is given by (1.23a) rather than by the original 

scalar product (1.2) ( , ) in X, so that 
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-* \ £ h£ '£• * 

(1.24) 

It should be observed the presence of a zero-norm state demon

strates that the assumptions of Sec. 1A are violated. Indeed the 
z. 

energy integral (1.9) which involves — V£ is only positive 

for sufficiently small potentials. 

The implications of a possible presence of associated 

vectors for the second quantization of the Klein-Gordon equation 

in an external electromagnetic field have been discussed in 

Ref, 18] . 

we say that the vectors 

form a canonical system of eigenvectors and associated vectors 

corresponding to the eigenvalue /*, which could eventually be 

degenerate, if they have the properties: 

1) ^ form a basis in the subspace of 36 spanned 

by all eigenvectors with eigenvalue /*• . 

2) y are eigenvectors with multiplicity m + 1 . 

3) The vectors <f- , ... , d~ are associated 
'!•'•> 'r,k>A 

vectors for the eigenvalue A- . 

The number N = 2T (>n *-£ ) is called the multiplicity 

of the eigenvalue /* . 

In an analogous way one defines a canonical system 

of eigen- and associated vectors 
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% • ± > ± 

corresponding to the eigenvalue p of •£- (AI. 

The operators Li^i considered in Ref. [15) are 

of the form L CM = A ^ AI - ;fl. where A (At is completely con

tinuous and polynomial in ,A ( & is the identity operator) . Then 

the resolvent R.M of L(_X) is a meromorphic function of,A. In 

a neighbourhood of the (isolated) eigenvalue f* its singular part 

reads: 

(1.25) 

a cano-Here ^ (* {f^ )) , %., >— %,^ ^ f°™ 

nical system of i, £A<" forA=/-and •/?""(= (f-1'l), •£*',...,>£* 

stand for the dual system corresponding to the operator £.*(X) 

for A-/*-- The symbol iy) (*-M stands* as usual* for the projection 

operator: [«fK+tX = (»/;X;«f for any X é ? ? . 

It is clear from Eq. (1.25) that the multiplicity 

, " • ' <ma + 1) of the eigenvector «f- does not exceed ths order of 

the resolvent pole at the eigenvalue f* . Therefore, if the re

solvent has a simple pole at f- , then there are no associated 

vectors at that point. 
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The representation (1.25) for the singular part of 
the resolvent involves a natural normalization condition for 
eigen- and associated vectors, which follows from the defining 
relation 

(1.26) 

for the resolvent operator. In the physically most interesting 
case of a simple pole of RUIatJi^,*, we have : 

/ O = R-u ' L ( A } ' €') = R a ^ a} -L ^J'Vp 

which implies: 

, M , .Co.; at 
(1.27) 

Similarly, if £ UP has a second-order pole at,|jy. and the eigen
value /» is allowed , in addition, to be degenerate, we obtain: 

(% . i-a-* % ; = o , 



u/ -(< 
3! 

(1.28) 

He note that the normalization condition (1.27) (which 
reproduces the standard normalization for L(E)-E-H) coincides in 
the case of a Klein-Gordon particle in ar external electro
magnetic field with the normalization of the physical inner 
product (because of Eg. (1.24)) which is required by the probabi
listic interpretation of the theory. A similar normalization con
dition has been derived in the framework of the Bethe-Salpeter 
[5] and the quasipotentlal [2] equations. For real eigenvalues, 
.it can be regarded as a special case of the following ortho-
normality relation (valid in the absence of associated vectors): 

(£7i£t!Wj£';.'X, , ,,,„ 
where °n *) is identified with the Kronecker S^f. for discrete 
eigenvalues A and /- and with the Dirac S" -function for A and f* 

in the continuous spectrum case. 
A final remark is due to the possible appearance of 

complex eigenvalues (which is implied, in particular, in the 
notation used in Eqs. (1.2S) , (1.21) and (1.28)). Such eigenvalues 
again do appear in physical examples, as in the example of a scalar 
charged particle in a sufficiently strong external field (see 
Refs. [6,8]). For the purposes of the present paper, we are satis
fied with the observation that for a class of (physically interest
ing) potentials, described in Sec. 1A, such pathologies (also in
cluding associated vectors) do not appear (and neither does the re
lated Klein paradox [12, 24!). 
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2. TWO-PARTICLE SYSTEM WITH A SCALAR INTERACTION 

For N = 2, V - 0, Eq. (1.14) provides a gauge inva
riant inner product for a free two-particle system. We saw that 
the inner product is altered in the presence of an external 
vector potential, but does not change if we add an external 
scalar potential. The question arises whether we can use the 
free inner product in the presence of a suitable scalar inter
action between the two particles. Strictly speaking, the ans
wer is negative. The origin of the trouble is in the dependence 
of the interaction on the center-of-mass velocity which is 
implied by a compatibility condition. We present a quantum 
description of the two-particle system using appropriate sub
sets in its classical phase space for the definition of the 
wave functions and inner products. The quantum pictures con
sidered here are the usual coordinate and momentum representa
tions and a mixed (relative coordinate-total velocity) picture. 
(The treatment of the two-particle inner product for a class of 
energy dependent quasipotentlals is postponed to Chapter 3.). 

We start with a brief review of the constraint 
Hamiltonian approach to relativistic classical mechanics in
cluding some basic two-particle kinematics. For a more systematic 
up-to-date survey of this subject, we refer the reader to the 
1981 lecture notes [171. 
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2A. Compatible two-particle constraints involving central 
forces. 

The constraint Hamiltonian approach provides a 
manifestly Poincaré covariant treatment of relativistic particle 
mechanics which starts with an 8N dimensional (extended) 
canonical phase space I . 

In the special case of a system of two spinless parti
cles interacting by central forces, we shall write the two-parti
cle constraints in the form: 

t = -J- ("\ •<• C )-*• $ «P / 

?i.3-J- C"%•+ d) + i » ° , (2.1) 

(the weak equality siqnitflndicates that Eqs. (2.1) should be 
taken into account only after the evaluation of all Poisson 
brackets involving ^ ). The interaction function ^ is assumed 
to be Poincarë invariant (and vanishing at infinite space-like 
separations for separable systems). we note that the constraints 
(2 .1) are nothing but the classical liraits of the Klein-Gordon 
equations (1.15) with scalar potentials. We require the compta-
bility condition (by means of the Poisson brackets): 

where P is the total momentum and x is the relative coordinate: 

% - 5 * i \ ' * - *«- *x (2.3; 
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(We are only Interested In the phase-space region in which 
P Is time-like and x space-like). Eq. (2.2) implies that <£ 
depends on x only through the orthogonal variable 

Xj. «x «-(£•*>£ , (. Z-xx-o) , (2.4) 

where £ is the normalized center-of-mass velocity (which Is 
assumed to be positive tine-like): 

$ v = _ i , * - < " * - (2.5) 

W ( I M - £ 1 J being the total center-of-mass energy. 
She two first-class constraints (2.1) define a 14 -

dimensional submanifold the phase space " - the generalized 
two-particle mass-shell - and a two dimensional flo» on whose 
trajectories are generated by the (commuting) Bamiltonian vector 
fields 

* « Z £ ( » £ - » _ » * > J , (a-1,2). 
Factorizing with respect to the action of these 

flows we obtain the 12-dimensional reduced phase space t of 
the two-particle system. (For more details see Ref. 117].). 

With the choice (2.1) the difference %- <?% = 

l**«*f; — v% — t£)/i. o i the two constraints does not depend 
on the interaction and can be used to define the relative mo
mentum b by: 
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Tal î -STi- £.f e » , f= fit-kK. , 

(2.6) 

By a relat ivist ic "central potential" we shall 

mean a p-independent interaction function: 

<j> = ^>(r, wj , r s Jxj.1 = Vr^KEOTj^ . (2.7) 

We note that such an energy dependent "quasipotential" includes the 

physically interesting interactions of a pair of spinless 

particles considered so far (cf. Refs. [3,4] and Chapter 

3 below). 

The compatibility condition (2.2) is a reflection of 

the physical requirement that the dynamics should not depend 

on the choice of the evolution parameter for each world line. 

In particular, observable predictions should not be affected by 

a change of the equal time surface 

(2.8) 

where n is a time-like vector. Eq. (2.8) will be referred to as a 

gauge condition. For the sake of simplicity we shall restrict our 

attention to linear gauges for which n is a (x-independent) con

stant vector - typically a linear combination of £ and of some 

external time-like vector. For a given n the gauge condition 

(2.8) is left invariant by (i.e. has zero Poisson brackets with) 

the Hamiltonian constraint 
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Here 

H s ^.X+f-^ --j-Cf1- * W + f tr,v(»0 (2.10) 

is the distinguished Hamiltonian which preserves the manifestly 

covariant hîarkov-ïukawa gauge 

X.2-0 , (2.11) 

and I is the on-shell value of the relative momentum squared 

as a function of the total center-of-ntass energy w : 

JW= ^[^-A6r i^)w
4

+&v-0
,"J • (2-12) 

The time evolution of a dynamical variable F in a given gauge 

(of the type (2.8)) is given by its Poisson brackets with the 

Hamiltonian (2.9) : 

F= £ F . O • 

For a given generalized two-particle mass-shell (2.1) 

the choice of physical observables turns out to be a subtle 

problem. Canonical world lines are demonstrated to be gauge 

invariant only in the free-particle case [23 ] . (This is a modern 

version of the much discussed "no-interaction theorem" of Currie, 
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Jordan, Sudarshan; Leutwyler and Hill - see e.g. the reprint 
collection [25].). Only asymptotic characteristics of the 
evolution of canonical coordinates - like the scattering 
matrix and the bound state energy eigenvalues - turn out to 
be reparmetri2ation invariant. One can construct, however, 
non-canonical physical position variables X a , defined 
by the system of partial differential equations 

• K ^ f . y = o = {-*"'*> , 

and by the requirement that they approach the corresponding 
canonical variables in the limit of vanishing interactions 
(say, for large space-like separations in the case of separable 
interactions). Solutions of Eqs. (2.13) for central "potentials", 
where the position variables X«. appear as functions of the 
canonical variables (and of the derivatives of the interaction 
function $ ) and coincide with the canonical variables x in the 
hyperplane T-KSO , have been given in Refs.[l8, 26, 20X (See 
.-Iso Ref. [27] . ) . 

In the sequel we shall alternatively use the con
straints (2.1) or the equivalent set (2.6),(2.10): 

(2.13a) 

where 
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p> s L V ; , w^ = \T^7f + \[Z£Zf t u # 1 3 b ) 

and 

w £ Vfv.x-*i£l , (i.e.. P-è-™!*(.*\,^ )) (2.13c) 

In some respect the form (2.13a) is more convenient 

than (2.1), since one of the constraints,^»» , does not depend 

on the interaction and is universal for the' two-particle systems 

under consideration. 

The contraint H may be written in another form which 

also proves to be useful. Following Refs.(3.4) let us introduce 

the relativistic reduced mass and effective particle energy: 

Then H can be written as: 

= - J - E ^ " * (• Ew^ + t-j'J + f C<-.w)~o / 

(2.14b) 

(2.14c) 

demonstrating that the description of the relativistic two-

particle system can be reduced to the dynamics of an effective 

particle with mass V*win the external "potential" <^lr,vf) \ 3]. 
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The second form of H, (2.14c), will be used later when des

cribing the quantum mechanics of eLectrontagnetically inter

acting charged particles. 

He note that the constraints (2.13) (or (2.1)) 

determine two submanifolds of P which are separately invariant 

under the action of the proper Lorentz group, namely: 

H ={ (? ,*) , *« K+ïu , « \-"i, w*-—i,>«>, «*>»,£?»} 

and 

He shall consider the submanifold Z and use the 

fact that the involution 

C " 6. -» - ̂  /*..-•••>««. , (a. = 1.3-} , 

(<:*. T-*-£ , r-*-r - *«.-* •*«. I 

maps z onto z (reversing also the sign of the canonical 

Poisson brackets) . 

2B. Quantum description of a two-particle system. 

According to the general framework of Harailtonian 

dynamics with first-class constraints \ 281 the quantization Of 

a relativistic two-particle system proceeds in the following 

steps. S, 
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(1) We choose a subalgebra of the infinite Poisson 

bracket algebra of all functions f of the dynamical variables 

which is to be represented by an algebra of operators f acting 

in a Hilbert space in the process of quantization. (Unless 

specified otherwise to avoid confusion, we shall use the same 

notation for quantized operators and their classical counter

parts, the distinction between them being rather evident). 

We shall quote the following result of Berezin in 

this direction (see Réf.. [29] . Theorem 8.2). Let J&, be the 

Poisson bracket Lie algebra of all polynomials fCt'l) °-

a canonical pair. There is no representation <q of oE* into 

the algebra of operators on L 2(H 1) satisfying the conditions! 

1) Schwartz space ^(R) belongs to the domain of all T̂ > and 

is 7^ invariant; 2) T^f = "iff n-fe-^-f , 7^ f = f«| f - ix f . 

In the case at hand we demand that the selected 

"quantizable set" includes all linear combinations of the 

original canonical variables (that is, the cartesian coordinates 

x and their conjugate momenta jâ  , a= 1,2), the generators of 

the Poincaré group (i.e. I s f^-r p and L = xYKfA •*• x tA p v , 

where CxAf^.„ s x-hfu -x<r/L i in t h e case of spinless particles 

under consideration), the inner products f> , —-f* -£•* / f**j-

(where x is the relative coordinate (2.3), p the relative momen

tum (2.5) and X± is given by (2.4)) and their linear combinations 

with w-dependent coefficients as well as all (smooth) functions 

of w ( = V-2^ ^ ° ) and rr /x^|. As a consequence the 

selected set also includes the two constraints (2.1) (or (2.13)). 

(2) We choose a (Hamiltonian) polarization of phase space 

(or a picture in the physicist's language), that is, a set £, of 
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8 (:=-j-«i«***- P ) independent U n our case, linear) functions 

of the canonical variables with zero Poisson brackets. The 

quantum mechanical pure states of the two-particle system 

are described by complex valued wave functions 

(3) The constraints (2.13) (or (2.1)) are imposed 

as equations on the wave functions: 

TfajHtp^J.-O , (2.15) 

HtW3[J-(^) + ^ r , v J ^ = e , (2.16, 

where/iand % are related by Eq. (2.13b). It follows from the 

assumptions made in step (1) that these equations are compatible. 

Note that the x-space wave function ^(%) satisfying 

the above equations would by no means display the locality 

properties of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function, which satisfies 

the Deser-Gilbert-Sudarshan representation I3ol (see also Ref. 

121] Sec. 8). As has been pointed out in Ref. I 2ll only for a 

particular class of interactions, which essentially reduce to 

the harmonic oscillator, that the wave function 4*L%) satis

fies this property and at the same time is a solution of two 

local second-order differential (in x* and x 2) wave equations. 

(4) We define (in each picture) an inner product 

( , ) and a corresponding Hilbert s p a c e d of (normalizable) 

wave functions which obey the interaction - independent constraint 

(2.15). 

Equation (2.16) appears in this framework as the 

Schrodinger equation for the two-particle system. In a stationary 
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picture, in which — * acts as a multiplication operator 

(by means of the variable w/*), the (normali2able) eigenvectors 

of p V i ^ (corresponding to a discrete eigenvalue /î^s l*(vO> 

are interpreted as describing a bound state of the two-particle 

system (of center-of-raass energy w ^ = \JiM;L-»'An. -f y*!**̂ -*. fl^ J , 

Until the rest of this section we shall restrict our 

discussion to energy independent interactions ^(r, w) = Sen/* 
(except far a concluding remark concerning the general case). 

In each stationary picture we introduce an evolution -

parameter representation of 

'/**« t. <*n ( 2.i7) f(r,%') =fS+*f(fl}+« , 

where % is the collection of seven of the variables % with

out w and f((i) is a real positive kinematic factor to be 

determined below (see Eq. (2.30)). The functions '-h in the 

right-hand side of (2.17) are non-normali2ed solutions of the 

stationary equations (2.15)-(2.16). The integration in (2.17) 

is over the allowed values of /4 , fic ^ /I ^ a> . 

where /», = -**•"*{**,,»*,.) , according to (2.13c); 

it also includes the discrete spectrum in which case T£ con

tains a <T function of the type £(fi-fi*.i • for V-o, <{• C',%'j 

simply represents a wave function which is an arbitrary super

position of solutions of Egs. (2.15)-(2.16), the coefficients 

of the decomposition being included in "A . The function 'f'Oc, %') 

satisfies the Schrôdinger-like equation: 

' l r = OViVrAfy-
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We shall now work out the quantum description of 

the two-particle system for three different pictures. 

Picture I.(Mixed - total momentum, relative coordinate-picture) 

The action of S^ and £' on the wave functions *f" (t } •=. U-{i, *. \ 

is given by: 

We deduce from Eq. (2.IS), written in the£p,xj -

picture as 

2-ïr + v.nj , ! 2- 2 0 ) 

that «̂  depends on x through * x = x -*-(£• * )£ , ($• = 2/w/^ -

Separating explicitly the dependence on the velocity 

vector 2. and using the notation 

we rewrite Eq. (2.16) in the form: 
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We define a scalar product for the wave functions 
in the "time-dependent" picture (2.18) by: 

(2.22a) 

The positive definite scalar product (2.22a) in
volves integration over a six-dimensional submanifold of the 
domain of v z • For real "potentials" S (r) the operator in the 
left-hand side of Eq. (2.21) is symmetric with respect to ( , )•; 
as a consequence of chis one verifies that the right-hand side 
of Eq. (2.22a) does not depend on "£T. 

The corresponding inner product in the stationary 
picture is: 

(2.22b) 

(The three-dimensional Fourier transformation relating *£ CS.xJ 

to the x-space picture is defined in Bq. (2.33) below). Conse
quently, the inner product for L-dependent wave functions can 
ba written as: 

(2.23) 
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Note that the self-adjointness of the operator —A-t-SCr) 

in the left-hand side of Eg. (2.21) ensures that (2.22b) 

and (2.23) can be expressed in terms of a single Integral 

(with/i=/i' ' " c f - Bî- < 2- 2 9) below. 

We can consider in a parallel way the wave functions 

T( <J/ defined over the negative energy image %-j- of %z. 

These wave functions are in one to one correspondence with 

the functions <f~C%c)given by the operation of r\arge conjugation: 

(ef. Egs. (1.13a)-(1.13b>). 

Picture 11, (Momentum space picture) 

given by Eg. (2.61), w ^ - I 1 ^ | ^ _ ^ | y £ - > „ , f ^ a , 

The operators P and b act on the wave functions 

H"(^_} S ^(£,&) a s multiplication by the corresponding 

arguments. From the interaction-independent constraint (2.15Î 

we i.tfer that: 

The potential (̂  or S (r 1/21 in the stationary equation 

(2.16) appears in this picture, in general, as a non-local 

(integral) operator, since x"' = c i/Sp ; for instance: 
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The inner product for "time" -dependent wave 

functions 

is defined by (setting d^p -d/> /( j nj* ): 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

the internal seven-dimensional integral in (2.26b) giving 

the scalar product i.i the stationary picture. As in the case 

of Picture I, the self-adjolntness of the operator — A •+ S(r) 

in the left-hand side of Eq. (2.21) ensures that (2.26b) can 

be expressed in terms of one integral over ft ( ft :fi' ) . 

The Fourier transformation 

^(£,*J CJ'e
,'""flirjr«. fi^CÎ.HW^ (2.27) 

provides an isometry between the stationary pictures of types 

I and II. 

We can use the p-apace picture to determine the weight 

factor ffyjj in both of Eqs. (2.171,(2.23) and (2.251,(2.26) by 

comparison with the free case. 
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The so lut ion of Eg. (2.21) for S= o 1st 

€'(l «, » =1 ''"*» f**-vi^-^i + r ; T̂T f(lt, f'"(lrj 
'fi 

(2.28a) 

= <-*">*{ *'''* C(^^J rc^tCl 6(f>-) &(£} ft f j P / / M / 6 

(2.28b) 

corresponding to: 

We evaluate f (/i) by equating {2.26b), for </-s</- , 
to the free norm squared: 

««f'tf^'ff's / / «-(*,r>ll(<ltJJ''?Xu (2-2».) 

(2.29b) 

where 

The result is: 
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In analogy with ^f"CKx) one can introduce the 
space of negative total energy wave function T (**&) ' This 
space is mapped by the charge conjugation: 

C : +-» ifC , «Ker« •+*(£*) = +*(.-*,-,), (t„)G %a > 

onto the space of wave functions with future time-like 2 • 

Picture III, (x-space picture) 

In order to define the inner product we first consider 
(generalized, not necessarily normalizable) eigenfunctions 
of the total center-of-mass energy: 

(2.32) 

For every solution of Eq. (2.32), the center-of-mass 
three-dimensional Fourier transform 

* (2.33) 

where A and/- are given by Eqs. (2.13b), (2.12) and (2.6), and 
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M. = w (t< *, * f. X v j , 

is independent of K ' and of the type of space-like surface of 

integration. Indeed the integrand in (2.33) represents the tine 

component of a conserved current (with respect to è/ ijjj,) which 

is: 

we could also write the general positive energy solution of 

Eq. (2.32) in the form 

and inserting it in (2.33) find an identity. {In deriving (2.34J 

for the general solution of Eq. (2.32) we use the expression 

for the total momentum operator in terms of the gradient with 

respect to the dimensionless variable £ •) * The definition (2.33) 

of *A C 2 / * ) in terms of «J' £* x \ is therefore made 

in a Poincarô invariant way. Similarly, whenever xhk(.2,*t) is 

square integrable on the unit hyperboloid £ =. V-/ -*-J?3' *• for 

fixed Xf we have, for any choice of the Lorentz frame: 

= $%&' *ï%â.«)<Ah± • (2.35) 



Let now y* (£,#) satisfy the interaction independent 

constraint (2.15)s 

(•h- TT?-'y+wZ)±^>*^s- (2.36) 

Then the inner product for the relative motion wave functions 

can be written in the form: 

which is independent of X* and of the type of space-like 

surface of integration; there is a conserved current (with 

respect to ^/^J^. ) associated with this inner product 

which is: 

i.*+£&.*)%&,*) • l 2-3 8 > 

This result, together with the Poincarê invariance 

property of the definition (2.33) of <̂- C£,*) indicates that 

the integration of (2.37) with the volume element {*k2 ) -, (when 

we deal with normalizable wave packets of the total velocity 

operator -£ ) will yield a Poincarê invariant and positive inner 

pr̂ - ict for the total wave function: 
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The obove expression could also be written in a mani-
festly covariant form. By noticing that the ( «I £ ) integration 
of the current (2.38) yields in the X -space an integral over . 
a second-rank tensor analogous to the energy-momentum tensor 
of wave functions ^K satisfying Eq. (2.32), we get Eor (2.39) 
the equivalent expressions 

(%"%) = [*'**> ^tUX,*,^*"* > (2.40) 

where : 

"£" liH^I^'lpX, + %' TwJ , (2.41) 

and W2> Afixe respectively elements of space-like surfaces in 
Jt and x spaces. 

The tensor T. satisfies the conservation law: 

-L. r 
>*r " ^ " Wv ""-I" 
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Futhermore the current J* A obtained after the 

integration over •£ 

JwV,^'=/ 42fo"U,, r/*'*> > U.43) 

also satisfies a conservation laws 

XT ̂ v,/*' =° • ( 2- 4 4> 

The conservation laws (2.42), (2.44)guarantee the 

Poincaré invariance of th? inner product (2.40). (Notice, however, 

that the conservation law with, respect to ^/^^> holds only 

after the integration over jf of T). 

If the left-hand side of the Hamiltonian constraint 

% 

(2.45a) 

t~ fa T^ -n -£r/ + ^(r/lt/*,,*^ = ^ -fw c N # , l < ( / 

(2.45b) 

is a hermitian operator with respect to the inner product 

(2.37), then 

< %' > +w >£ = ° > f°r "'£" , < 2 - 4 6 > 

and similarly in (2.39)-(2.40). 
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The above results also apply to the general case 
of non-stationary wave functions depending on an extra 
(Lorentz invariant) evolution parameter f. Setting: 

° w Ztr ' 

where w = V *~f+ ft •+ v/v-̂ -t- /t and 4 {(J) is given 
by (2.30), we shall have for the corresponding inner product: 

(2.48) 

which is ̂  independent, Poincaré-invariant and postive. (We 
should also use the orthogonality of eigenfunctions (2.46) 
corresponding to different eigenvalues for a hermitian effective 
Hamiltonian (2.45)). The wave functions (2.47) satisfy the 
SchrSdinger evolution equation: 

where t is also a non-local operator (2.45a). 
The inner products introduced in the first two pictures 

above do not involve an explicit gauge condition (which defines 
a submanifold of the 14 dimensional two-particle mass shell) and 
can hence be regarded as gauge independent. However the free 
inner product involving two time-like vectors n, and n ? 
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(2.SO) 

( * x . w.1 _ _ i , cf. Eqs. (1.14)) clearly admits of a 
wider symmetry related to the two independent conservation • 
laws associated with the corresponding bilocal current J" « t i« tj 
(1.16): it depends neither on the angle between n, and n,, 
nor on the difference t.-t-. The scalar product (2.40) intro
duced in picture III exhibits such a wider symmetry. However 
it has the drawback of not being straightforwardly' generali-
zable to the N particle case, where one needs Nth rank tensor 
currents, neither being reducible in the free case to the product 
of two independent currents such as in (1.14). 

The difficulty in constructing inner products possessing 
the twofold "gauge invariance" in the presence of interaction 
and reducing to the free inner product in the absence of inter
action seems to parallel the gauge dependence*of canonical world 
lines for interacting particles in classical relativistic mechanics. 
The construction of such inner products seems to necessitate the 
introcuction of interaction dependent kernels, as well as of 
non-local operators. 

Remark. Some of the constructions in the preceding discussion 
can also be used for a general energy dependent interaction i(r,wj . 

Thus, the space of stationary wave functions <^C%} (on which 
- £ acts as a multiplication operator by w ) in each picture 
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can be left unchanged. We can also use the scalar product 
(2.22) and Its counterparts in pictures II and III as a 
starting point for the construction of the physical inner 
product (corresponding to a w-dependent Hamiltonlan) - as 
in Eqs.(1.24), (1,29). It should be noticed that tlte difficulty 
coming from the energy dependence of the interaction can be 
studied without loss of generality in the reduced space of 
eigenfunctions of the total velocity for a fixed value of £ 

(with £*= \H~-t-lF) - in particular In the eenter-of-mass 
frame. The non-linear spectral problem (2.16) can be treated 
by the general methods of Sec.. 1C, possibly after an appro
priate change of variables that simplifies the explicit 
energy dependence - as in the important example of a rela-
tivistic Coulomb interaction considered in Chapter 3. 

file:///H~-t-lF
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3. TNO-PARTICLE HILBERT SPACE FOR REIATIVISTIC 
COULOMB INTERACTION 

3A. Local quasipotential equation for a system of two 
charged spinless particles . 

In relativistic just as in non-relativistic mechanics 
the two-particle problem can be reduced to the problem of one 
effective particle in an external field. As we have noted at 
the end or Sec. 2A this can be achieved by defining m and E 
from Eos. 12.14a) as the mass and the energy of the effective 
particle. 

If in picture I of Sec. 2B we go to the center-of-mass 
frame by setting 

t, ££' = +C wi««i.J , -fer £= (".£' , *.j.= lt>,r), 

then for a hydrogen-like system with Coulomb interaction we 

are naturally led to the following stationary wave equation for 

the effective par t ic le : 

[C£ + ±f •+ A. - * C J ^ C r J s o , (3.1) 

where v/a have set Ew= E. This equation appears as a simplified 
form of the local quasipotential equation for scalar charged 
particles of charges e, ; e, , «= - e,^ /(ifn) : 

(3.2) 



derived in Refs. Î3,4l from the one-photon exchange diagram 

of scalar quantum electrodynamics. Although the most singular 

term.- . *£ / f r w r it in the effective potential Is repulsive and 

leads to a bounded Hamiltonian from belowr it cannot be trusted 

for r-»o f since it wipes out the lamb shift type effect of the 

*-function term. Me believe that it is being regularized by 

higher order contributions. On the other hand, it is easily 

verified using Coulomb units that its contribution to the eigen

value wn, for angular momentum $%i± is of order << 14] and 

therefore it can be neglected in the present approximation 

(since more important ec and <* r^°SK effects come from the 

one-loop diagram contribution to the quasipotential [4Î) . On 

the other hand a rigorous treatment of the ̂ -function term I 311 

requires a preliminary reduction of Eq. (3.1) to a Hamiltonian 

form (with an energy independent Hamiltonian). Thus Eq. (3.1) 

(a) exhibits the correct fine structure and recoil ef relativistic 

corrections to the energy eigenvalues for •â^.i , and Co) its 

study is a necessary prerequisite for taking into account the 

s-level shirt coming from the à -function term of Eq. (3.2). 

Hence it does provide a realistic model of relativistic Coulomb 

interaction. 

3B. Two-particle velocity space and its dual. Construction 

of the inner product. 

In a general Lorentz frame Eq. (3.1) reads: 

[ f e ^ r - aM-*£l+wl£tKi) = 0 
(3.3) 
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Combined with the constraint (2.20) it can be rewritten 
In the form: 

(3.4) 

where V e is the attractive Coulomb potential 

Ve--* z 

P 

and 

f\ is given by (2.6), 
Clearly, the eigenvalue problem defined by Eq. (3.3} 

is not linear. He can avoid the application of the corresponding 
general theory and provide a quantum description of this two-
particle system exploiting the analogy between Eq. (3.3) and 
the equation for a Klein-Gordon particle in an external Coulomb 
field. This analogy suggests the use of the method of Sec. 1A 
in order to introduce a Hilbert space structure in the space 
of states of the effective particle that describes the relative 
motion of the two-particle system. The only obstacle to going 
to the time-dependent picture and to applying the definition 
(1.8) of the inner product lies in the energy dependence of the 
mass m^. This induces us to make the change of variables 

5 = ~ V X , ^ -...I- - "-«C-K (3.5) 
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and t o introduce the dimensionless two-part ic le wave function 

t <*,- t t %\ = ij fyî, i ? J cT'^w; M , <3.6) 

where 

W 4 = £"».'* " V * 4^»».^ J , f = W i f (3.7) 

Obviously H"lv.£ j[J satisfies the equation: 

In terms of the new variables Eq. (3.3) reads: 

l(th + v ' £ ) + ^ - * • ] + < * ; * ,M=« , (3.86) 

where 

We note that the potential satisfies the transversa-

lity condition 

2-.y(2,u=o 
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The two-particle inner product can be written 

in the following form: 

(3.9) 

It is straightforward to verify that in the free 

particle case r fortfroand for a positive energy solution 

'•fc.Cx,i *») °^ a P a i r °* Klein-Gordon equations (Eqs. (2,1) for 

<j> = °) the inner product (3.9) coincides with the standard 

gauge invariant (positive definite) scalar product (1.14), 

(2.26), C2.2S), (2.29): 

(3.10) 

where 4H f = ot ^/Uir)'f

/ (Jn)± - À %ù./(lUn)i {•< * •f ) , 

*. = X I + f /r*.w , 

( 3 . l i a ) 

(3.12a) 

We would like to emphasize the simplicity of the free 

scalar product (3.10), written in terms of the velocities J* and 
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u, as compared to its expression (2.26)-(2.30) in which we 

use the relative momentum k instead of the (normalized) effective 

particle velocity u. It seems remarkable that the absence of 

the p -dependent factor is combined with the possibility to 

handle a much more realistic and physically important Interaction, 

provided by the relativistic Coulomb problem. We could also 

tackle an energy independent scalar interaction in the £-picture, 

which would correspond to a n a é>C**„r) term in the original. 

variables, without altering the inner product (3.9). 

We infer from Eos. (3.3), (3.S) that in the case of 

electromagnetic interaction the operation of charge conjugation 

for picture I transforms the wave functions defined for positive 

A = £./**•*/ and describing a system with, say, *t = - e^c^/farr) > O , 

to wave, functions with A <* describing two particles interacting 

with a repulsive Coulomb potential. 
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4. MOKE GENERAL POTENTIALS. DISCUSSION 

Can the results of the previous chapters, which are 
only concerned with special types of interactions, be used as 
a starting point for building a genuine relativistie quantum 
mechanics of two interacting particles? The results of this 
Chapter indicate that such a hope is not totally unfounded. 
In sec. 4A we provide a perturbative algorithm for evaluating 
the bound state spectrum of an energy dependent potential 
which can be split into an energy independent part (or into a 
part with a known spectrum as in the relativistic Coulomb problem) 
and a small- (energy dependent) parturbation. In Sec. 4E we con
sider the notions of observable and of transition probability 
in the framework of relativistie quantum mechanics with an energy 
dependent potential and discuss some open problems. 

For most of the present Chapter we consider only the 
relative motion <or eguivalently, the effective particle problem) 
in the center-of-mass frame. Thus, we deal with an inner product 
involving a three-dimensional integration, the corresponding 
Hilbert space being just an integrand in the direct integral over 
center-of-mass velocities encountered in the two previous chapters. 

4A. Spectral theory for energy dependent perturbations. 

As noted in the introduction, realistic quantum field 
theoretic calculations, including next to leading order quantum 
electrodynamics, give rise to more complicated energy dependent 
effective potentials than those for which we are able to write 
down a physically admissible inner product. This justifies the 
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development of a perturbation scheme for energy dependent 

perturbations that only uses the scalar product for the un

perturbed problem. 

We shall present here such a scheme for the calculation 

of the discrete spectrum and the corresponding eigenfunctions 

of a quasipotential-type equation 

t-(X)i-x (r)S (À-H-eVÀCrlS))+A ( t > = 0 j ( 4 > 1 ) 

where */*. (r) is the wave function depending on the relative 

coordinates in the center-of-mass frame, H is the unperturbed 

(A independent) Bamiltonian and £vj is an energy dependent 

perturbation. The simplest example is given by; 

H = - A -*. S Cr> , 

where S is an energy independent scalar potential of the form 

considered in Sec. 2B. in this case the spectral parameter A 

should be identified with & (wj . A more interesting example 

is provided by the stationary (center-of-mass) counterpart of 

Eqs. (3.4), (3.8) written in the two-component Hamiltonian 

formalism of Sec. 1A (Eqs. (1.6)-(1.7) ). In this case, replacing 

JT by f and identifying A with E/it̂  , we can write: 

(4.2) 
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We then identify the Hilbert space of physical states with 

the space ft spanned by the positive part of the spectrum 

of H on which the inner product <^3> , -^-)> = ["<£* f>l j- 4-1?) J?r 

is positive definite. 

Let us assume that the eigenvalues and the elgen-

functions of the unperturbed equation 

^-HH=° (4.3) 

are known. (This is the case for example for the relativistic 

Coulomb Hamiltonian (4.2)). Let, furthermore, 

VA(r,é)= Ç V{(A,r)ff(t) , (4.4) 

where the f^'sare linearly independent functions of g , not 

depending on <A or r . 

Potentials of the type (4.1], (4.4) are typical for 

those cases where the effective interaction is calculated from 

Feynman diagrams. (For electromagnetic interactions £ 5 «CS lt4€J/(^irJ.). 

The functions f^it) in Eq. (4.4) account for the appear

ance of higher powers of £ in higher order corrections to V, 

and also for terms proportional, say, to £ »-6t £ r etc., as 

in the case of QED. 

For the sake of simplicity we assume that K has a 

pure discrete spectrum f X I.; J4\ j-denote the corresponding 

positive energy eigenfunctions chosen to satisfy: 

^ A C A r > ±&> r r* U 

<t ' t > = *- U'5) 
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Here < t > is the scalar product injc and a,b,..., label 

a set of quantum numbers characteristic of the eigenvalue 

problem defined by H. (They correspond to the indices 
Ml 

a,b,..., in f used in Sec. 1C and reflect the degeneracy 

of the eigenvalues \ fi*,.) • 

According to our discussion in Sec. 1C, we shall con

sider the spectral problem (4.1) in the Hilbert space^f with 

inner product < , > corresponding to the unperturbed problem. 

The transcription of the normalization condition (1.27) for 

the case /-(A) = À-H-ë\fi reads: 

— i l J J. v. _ à t U - 6 ) <\,u-t m . ( >+;•> = 
,/«; 

where ^ 't* ) il = ° • < /- — J. is the perturbation '* * * * 
of the eigenvalue f* . Ï . 

In order to find the corrections to a given eigen

value Xk and to the corresponding eigenfunction we write 

*f\ /= «/ J in the form (omitting for simplicity the labels 

t = l<^ , *.= +,. («.7) 

where we have made the approximation of neglecting the contri

bution of the negative energy eigenf unctions of H (see the re

mark at the end of Sec. 1A). 

The substitution of (4.7 into £~(p )*f - o gives: 

<(\.-£)+ fcÇ: ** C^£&>-° / ( 4 , 8 ) 
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where 

K»(rl*<^, Vctr)L> 

He assume the following expansion for the coeffi

cients « and the new eigenvalues u : 

/•, = Xk * e ? S^, f, to* £*X B ^ y &<•>£ 

(4.9) 

where A k i l J **, -̂ (a \,/t ) t " ' a n^ 8 R • , 

8 /— 8Ï',.) are unknown coefficients. 

Setting the series (4.9) into Eq. (4.8) and expanding 

]/.*"/*. i i n powers of /*.-Jfc we obtains 

.10) 

4 * " ^ - ^ ^ * <4.11) 

As in the standard treatment:, the normalization 

condition for ik is used to fix the real part of A h c- : 

êC.l aO^ „. 1 2 ) 

If we fix the phase of <̂J in such a way that flffc be real, 

then Eq. (4.12) determines Ak,iuniquely. Bote that due to the 

dependence of Vj on the energy (i.e. onX ) , A H f i is, in general. 
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A straightforward calculation gives: 

+ f£*+J) , <»**>.(4.13) 

I*. 

where Àki; are given by Eqs. (4.10) and (4.12). The coeffi

cients A. .; are obtained again from the normalization condition. 

Demanding that v* be real/ we find: 

(4.14) 

From the explicit forms of the coefficients A,B, 

(4.10)-(4.14), one can check that the orthogonality relation 

(1.29) 

is satisfied up to second order in perturbation theory. 

The determination of the higher-order terms in the 

expansions (4.9) follows an obvious pattern. It provides us 

with the corrections to the perturbed eigenvalues and eisen-

functions expressed at every step in terms of the initial 

scalar product < , > matrix elements of the potential and its 

derivatives, evaluated at^ =^ t. 



4B. Observables. Transition probabilities, open problems. 

We were able to give a prescription for evaluating 

energy eigenvalues and eigenfunotions for energy dependent 

perturbations. However, to be able to use these eigenfunctions 

for the evaluation of wean values ana transition probabilities 

we need to know more about the physical inner product and the 

set of observables. In order to further our understanding of 

these problemSt we shall make some additional assumptions. 

Quantum field theoretic Green's functions normally 

have only simple poles (and branch points) with respect to the 

energy, and we shall assume that the resolvent operator RfA) 

defined by Eq. (1.26) has the same property. Let the energy 

parameter X be chosen in such a way that the physical values 

of X be positive. We introduce the "time" - dependent relative 

motion wave function (in the mixed picture I and the rest frame 

of? >•. 

+ (vl (n ̂ ^^JJa^l^i^W.r;." ^ , (4.16) 

where *f U,r) = £ c^ U) tfa Cr) > ̂  being the 

basic eigenvectors normalized according to Eq. (1.29), and 

A-Ï7J) stands for summation over the discrete eigenvalues and 

for integration over the continuous spectrum of A . Assuming 

that the operator Z IAJC1.17) is a polynomial in the eigenvalue 

parameter, Eq. (1.20), we get the equation:' 

L t£à)4t*>= f iy (£&)' + e*t. (4.17) 



We define the physical inner product for solutions of Eq. (4.17) 

toys 

-*• *"J ^Lt/Z )J*r * (4,18) 

It follows from Eq- (4.17) that this inner product is in

dependent of r . For ù(£} = (£- V°}Z- *M.V A , Eq. (4.18) 

reproduces the inner product (1.8) for a Klein-Gordon particle 

in an external field; for t(X)^. (X •*• "Vf J — A -*• Af ; 

it leads to the integrand in the integral with respect to (42 i^ 

for the relativistic two-particle Coulomb problem. Taking our 

inspiration from these examples we shall write down Eq, (4.17) 

as a Hamiltonian system 

( i l . _ H )-f-Cs)= o ( 4 - 1 9 ) 

for an n-component vector function and shall assume 

that the inner product (4.18), which can be rewritten in terms 

of the vector-functions J and*̂ "*, is positive in the subspace 

in which the Hamiltonian H is positive. 

An operator A in the Hilbert Space $6 of positive 

energy vector-functions ~ty" is said to be an observable if (i)A 

is selfadjoint with respect to the inner product < , > 

corresponding to (4.18); (ii) A commutes with the projection operator 
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onto the positive spectrum of H, in other words, if A 
maps its domain Dfl a $€ into 3€ • 

With these definitions and assumptions we have the 
standard quantum mechanical probabilistic interpretation. In 
particular the transition probability between two energy 
eigenstatesi induced by a weak external field contribution 
to the Hamiltonian, is given by: 

r -A 
The above general framework leaves open the question 

of a more direct characterization of the set o£ observables. 
We do not know, for instance,any effective criterion for the 
commutativity of a given operator A with the positive energy 
projector. 

Another problem which should throw some light on the 
notion of individual particle coordinates is the treatment 
of an interacting two-particle system in an external field. 
It certainly has to be done before we can claim full under
standing of the problem. 
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